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Abstract
Quali-quantitative methods provide ways for interrogating Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). For it, we propose a dash-
board using a quali-quantitative method based on quantitative metrics and saliency maps. By those means, a user can discover
patterns during the training of a CNN. With this, they can adapt the training hyperparameters of the model, obtaining a CNN
that learned patterns desired by the user. Furthermore, they neglect CNNs which learned undesirable patterns. This improves
users’ agency over the model training process.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence;

1. Introduction

Today, Machine Learning (ML) systems are apparent in high-stakes
contexts such as medical diagnostics [BSCA20], autonomous driv-
ing [PYCM20], or criminal justice [TPB∗22]. In ML systems con-
cerned with image data, often, Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) are applied, which encode complex decision functions ren-
dering the resulting ML system opaque [Fu94]. In high-stakes con-
texts, this opaqueness and the subsequent lack of accountability is
not desirable, because neither users nor developers can infer why
the ML system made a specific decision. On that account, develop-
ers need technical means to understand what their ML system ac-
tually learned. One opaque part when training a CNN is the choice
of the training hyperparameters, e.g., the choice of an optimizer.
Training hyperparameters are such parameters that have to be de-
fined a priori before the actual training starts. This choice, in gen-
eral, is neither trivial nor universally applicable and is usually done
by evaluating the quantitative performance of the CNN on a test
dataset [AAPV19]. Additionally, this choice influences if the model
learns a meaningful abstraction from the data.

To address this problem, we pick up a research direction that en-
courages the usage of quali-quantitative methods for obtaining a
qualitative small-data view as well as a quantitative big-data view
on a given ML system [BP14]. For it, we present SalienCNN, an
interactive dashboard that combines classic quantitative measures
and visualization techniques, e.g. a confusion matrix, with qualita-
tive methods for a guided interrogation of a CNN using Saliency
Maps (SM). The dashboard allows the user to dynamically adapt
training hyperparameters of a CNN if either the qualitative monitor-
ing with SMs or the monitoring of quantitative measurements give

the user a reason to adjust the model for re-training. With this, they
obtain a CNN which learned desirable patterns while also showing
strong performance and filter models, which either learned unde-
sirable patterns or perform poorly. Thus, by using SalienCNN, we
increase users’ agency in the training process of a CNN. Previously,
several dashboards were proposed to understand CNN models. We
identify CNNPruner [LWS∗21] and ConceptExplainer [HMKB23]
as most closely related to our work. We share the goal of CN-
NPruner to enable expert users to improve a given CNN during
training time. In contrast to this method, we allow users to monitor
CNNs even more closely by adapting its training hyperparameters.
With ConceptExplainer we share the idea of discovering complex
patterns to enable users to assess the model quality. In contrast to
ConceptExplainer, we refrain from defining complex patterns our-
selves. Thus, we encourage the user to assess if the marked regions
by the SMs constitute an important pattern. On the one hand, this
enables the user to discover their own patterns as the user would
do in a qualitative interview. On the other hand, of course, this runs
the risk that the user might feel lost. Thus, the visualization may
become useless. We mitigate this risk by relying on the expertise
we expect the user to have.

2. Dashboard

SalienCNN contains three major views. First, the default view con-
tains visualizations of standard quantitative measurements, e.g., a
bar chart showing the accuracy development over epochs or a con-
fusion matrix [ZGCH21]. A side-by-side view enables the user to
compare SMs side by side. Thereby, we consider different SM tech-
niques. Basically, SMs are techniques that utilize the metaphor
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Figure 1: The side-by-side view from our dashboard comparing the
result of different SM techniques side by side per epoch

of showing where a CNN model “actually looks” when classi-
fying an image [OSCW19]. In particular, we consider the Class
Activation Mapping (CAM) algorithm [ZKL∗16], Gradient CAM
(GradCAM) [SCD∗20], and Smoothed GradCAM++ (Smooth-
GradCAMpp) [OSCW19] to allow the user to compare the strength
and weaknesses of different SM techniques. The fallacy view in-
forms the user about one specific weakness that is the result of a
sanity check for SMs called input variance [AGM∗18]. The input
variance describes the phenomenon that the result of an SM algo-
rithm may change when manipulating the CNN with a noise signal.
By adding the signal in the input layer and subtracting it in the first
hidden layer the CNN is not changed effectively but the SM may.
Therefore, mathematically identical models may result in different
SMs. We present SalienCNN on the example of the CUB200-2011
dataset [WBW∗11] because this dataset was used in previous stud-
ies on model architecture understanding (e.g. [RCC∗22,SRKL20])
but SalienCNN is applicable on other datasets. The CUB200-2011
dataset contains images of examples for bird species. Then, the task
is to train a CNN that discerns between the species.

In the side-by-side view, as shown in Figure 1, SMs based on
CAM, GradCAM, and SmoothGradCAMpp per epoch are shown
side by side to allow users to assess the model quality in terms
of the more complex patterns. For it, a user chooses a class they
wish to investigate. Then, we recommend to the user an SM pro-
gression over time for each of the following cases according to the
training result of the most current epoch: (1) A correctly classified
image, (2) an image wrongly attributed to the chosen class, and (3)
an image of the chosen class that was misclassified. This allows
the user to assess whether, in one of three cases, the CNN learned
an abstraction that is not applicable to the intended use-case. Fur-
thermore, the user is also able to obtain the SM progression for a
custom image. Using SMs, users are encouraged to identify pat-

Figure 2: In the fallacy view, we allow the user to test the effect
of the input variance sanity check. Here, the right SmoothGrad-
CAMpp SM is a lot more resilient against input variance.

terns themselves as they would in a qualitative interview where the
interviewer would be free to focus on any part of the response of
the interviewee. As showcased in Figure 1, the user may observe
that the CNN slowly learns to focus on the neck and head of the
bird like humans would usually do to identify a bird.

The fallacy view, as shown in Figure 2, informs the user about
the input variance sanity check and how strongly it affects the dif-
ferent SM techniques. As shown there, for the given image, the SM
produced by the CAM algorithm becomes noisy when it is sub-
ject to input variance, while the SM produced by the SmoothGrad-
CAMpp method stays relatively consistent. Hereby, the user may
gain deeper insights, e.g., that they may trust the visualization pro-
vided by the SmoothGradCAMpp method more than from the basic
CAM method. For it, the user obtains a more in-depth understand-
ing of the provided visualizations.

After assessing the quantitative quality through performance
measurements and the qualitative quality through SMs, the user
may conclude that a model has not learned a meaningful abstraction
from the data. Then, the dashboard enables the user to choose a dif-
ferent set of training hyperparameters and re-train the model. Thus,
they iteratively obtain a more accountable CNN which learned de-
sired patterns and is therefore auditable.

3. Conclusions & Future Work

To summarize, SalienCNN allows the human assessment of Convo-
lutional Neural Networks during training time. We support users’
agency in the training process by providing them with informa-
tion with quantitative metrics and qualitative SM pattern recogni-
tion. We consider SalienCNN as a starting point for future work.
For one, we only considered one sanity check, which could be ex-
tended with more comparison of the reliability of Saliency Map
techniques. Furthermore, we plan to perform a user study to mea-
sure how effective our dashboard would be in a real-case scenario.
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